Red blood cell mechanical stability test.
Red blood cells (RBC) are exposed to various levels of shear stress (SS) during their flow in the circulatory system, yet no significant damage occurs if their mechanical stability is not impaired. Alternatively, normal RBC may be damaged during flow in non-physiological environments and under extreme SS (e.g., extracorporeal circulation, ventricular assist devices). The shear-induced damage may result in hemolysis or in altered mechanical properties of RBC that, in turn, reduces the ability of RBC to withstand further damage by SS. An ektacytometer employing a Couette shearing system was used to apply SS at a constant level of 100 Pa for 300 seconds as a model of sub-hemolytic mechanical stress. The degree of cellular damage during and after the application was assessed by diffraction pattern analysis. The area of the diffraction pattern was found to correlate with the number of RBC in the sheared suspension. Monitoring the ellipse area during the application of gradually increasing SS provides the concentration of the remaining intact RBC and can therefore be used to estimate the hemolytic threshold as a measure of RBC mechanical stability. The hemolytic threshold determined after the mechanical stress application was found to be ~150 Pa, while it was ~250 Pa in the same samples before the SS application. Additionally, SS-elongation index curves recorded before and after the application of the sub-hemolytic SS significantly differed from each other, indicating the impairment in deformability following the mechanical stress. The Couette type ektacytometer can be used as a tool to assess the sub-hemolytic damage to RBC in testing the biomedical equipment.